FCLNY Highlighted Activities

FCLNY reached over 8.5 million people in 2023.
FCLNY Implements Its Purpose Through 7 Initiatives

- Community Encounters
- Scholarly Events
- Film Involvement
- Media Outreach
- Grassroots Campaigns
- Projects That Empower
- Legislative Advocacy

ORGANIZE • AGITATE • EDUCATE
FCLNY 2023 Campaigns

COMMUNITY ENCOUNTERS

FCLNY Presents!

FCLNY Pro-Woman, Pro-Life Youth Presentations!

- We are impacting younger generations!
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COMMUNITY ENCOUNTERS

FCLNY Presents!

No Pregnant Woman Has Abortion on Her Bucket List

The Status & Impacts of NY Anti-Life Policies: Opportunities for Change
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COMMUNITY ENCOUNTERS

FCLNY Presents!

- We are impacting future leaders

Syracuse University

Brockport University
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COMMUNITY ENCOUNTERS

FCLNY Presents!

Black & Latino Pride Festival

Domestic World Youth Day, NY
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COMMUNITY ENCOUNTERS

FCLNY Presents!

Juneteenth Festival
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COMMUNITY ENCOUNTERS

FCLNY Presents!

NYS Eucharistic Congress
FCLNY Presents!

FCLNY’s Buffalo Brunch in the Park

Feminists Choosing Life of New York invites you to our

Buffalo Brunch in the Park

Sunday, August 20th, 2023
1:00 – 3:00 PM
Chestnut Ridge Park
652 Chestnut Ridge Road
Orchard Park, NY 14127

Join us in the park for an afternoon of food, friends, and pro-life feminism!

RSVP by 8/15/23 to info@fclny.org or (716) 261-6793.
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COMMUNITY ENCOUNTERS

FCLNY Presents!

Stand Together For Life

Reclaiming Feminism in the 21st Century
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COMMUNITY ENCOUNTERS

FCLNY Presents!

FCLNY’s Annual Spring Friend-Raiser Picnic
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COMMUNITY ENCOUNTERS

FCLNY Presents!

FCLNY’s 6th Annual Celebration Dinner
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COMMUNITY ENCOUNTERS

FCLNY Protests!

Chemical Abortion Protest

NYC Planned Parenthood Protest
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COMMUNITY ENCOUNTERS

FCLNY Participates!

A Call to Women of Color

When Women are Healthy our villages are Healthier

ACT WOC
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COMMUNITY ENCOUNTERS

FCLNY Participates!

St. Gianna Pregnancy Center Banquet  
Peacaeprints of WNY inaugural Client Art Show  
Becket Fund Gala

Brightstar Reception  
Human Life Review Great Defender  
Caring Choices Pregnancy Center Dinner
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COMMUNITY ENCOUNTERS

FCLNY Participates!

Washington D.C. March For Life
Part 1: Rights & Responsibilities in Contemporary Sex Culture

Erika Bachiochi, Legal Scholar, Author, The Rights of Women
Christine Emba, Columnist, Washington Post
Destiny Herendon-De La Rosa, CEO & Founder, New Wave Feminists

National Press Club, Washington D.C.

Part 2: The Future of Intimacy After Dobbs

Louise Perry, Bestselling Author, The Case Against the Sexual Revolution
Helen Roy, Podcast Host, Girlboss, Interrupted
Dr. Alisia Chase, Professor of Art History, SUNY Brockport

Virtual
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SCHOLARLY EVENTS

The Science Behind the Abortion Debate

FCLNY Organizes, Moderates and Hosts

Riveting conversations featuring

Monica Snyder,
President of
Secular Pro-Life and
FCLNY’s ED and OM.

Webinar topics included
embryology, abortion
procedures, and the
impacts of pregnancy
and abortion on
women.
Hard-hitting Q&A.

“Remarkable... [The] event... truly captivated my interest and my heartfelt gratitude goes to you for organizing such an engaging platform.”
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SCHOLARLY EVENTS

FCLNY Book & Film Club

FCLNY Organizes, Moderates and Hosts

- World-wide participation!

Join FCLNY’s new Book & Film Club Facebook Group for regular engaging discussion posts!
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SCHOLARLY EVENTS

Salon

FCLNY Organizes, Moderates and Hosts

We need a way forward into a culture of life and peace.

A salon is a bridge, a meeting of diverse individuals, a method to mend our discourse, an overture of peace.

We gather in a small group in an intimate setting, to share fellowship and speak freely and confidentially on contentious contemporary topics.

Each salon focuses on one hot button issue related to the consistent life ethic: assisted suicide, abortion, war, capital punishment.

Salons are not debates, but an exercise of civil discourse.

• Contact us with interest: info@fclny.org
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SCHOLARLY EVENTS

Book Signing

FCLNY Organizes and Hosts

Rehumanize: A Vision to Secure Human Rights for All

By Aimee Murphy

Aimee’s book includes a digestible yet systematic analysis of the history, ethics, and public policy surrounding modern issues of dehumanization, and casts a rehumanizing vision of a world beyond violence.
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FILM INVOLVEMENT

Coming Soon!

Stay Tuned for Cutting Edge Candid Interviews with NYS Legislators as well as Informational Interviews with Pregnancy Resource Centers across NYS!
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MEDIA OUTREACH
- Reach: Approx. 5.4 million

FCLNY Essay Exclusives & Press Coverage

ARTVOICE
The Assisted Suicide Debate is Back in the Spotlight

Democrat & Chronicle
Providing Free Abortion Pills is Destructive

Adirondack Daily Enterprise
The Gift of Death

The Buffalo News
Abortion Pill Distribution Harms Unborn, Mothers
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MEDIA OUTREACH

FCLNY Essay Exclusives & Press Coverage

The Post-Standard
syracuse.com

Enlist NY Abortion Providers To Stop Human Trafficking

OLEAN TIMES HERALD

When Inconvenience is a Death Sentence

Democrat & Chronicle

Revisit Planned Parenthood's In Control

El Ignaciano

Euthanasia
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MEDIA OUTREACH

FCLNY Essay Exclusives & Press Coverage

Break the Binary Political Divide on Death

Physician Assisted SuicideHurts the Dying and Their Caregivers

Similarities in Restricting Gun, Abortion Industries

Re-thinking Dying and End-of-Life Care
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MEDIA OUTREACH

FCLNY Essay Exclusives & Press Coverage

Newsweek
Policy Proposals for Building a Post-Roe Future

D&C Democrat & Chronicle
'Sound of Freedom' Details Unseen Horrors

PRISM
We Can’t Allow Oppressive Systems to Co-opt Abolitionist Language

CNA Catholic News Agency
Priest Found Guilty of Blocking Entrance to Abortion Clinic, Faces Prison Time
Will We Keep Marching? On Roe's 50th Anniversary, Abortion Opponents Reach a Crossroads
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MEDIA OUTREACH

FCLNY Television News Appearances

Response to Overturning of Roe v. Wade, One Year Later

New York Abortion Bill Headed for Governor's Desk has Constitutionality Questioned.

Local Organizations React to Supreme Court Decision to Expand Access to Abortion Pill

The Future of NY Abortion Pill Access After Federal Court Rulings
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MEDIA OUTREACH

FCLNY Multimedia Coverage

Consistent Life Network

Peace & Life: More on Pharmacy Chains Becoming Abortion Facilities

Life Brings Hope that Death Cannot: Wake Up NY!

What’sNURs Talk Show

Juneteenth 2023 - Special Edition

THE MINIMISE PROJECT

Better Arguments, Diverse Perspectives

UPCOMING:

Dear Jane Podcast
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Introducing FCLNY’s New TikTok Team!

Follow FCLNY on TikTok to see Carrie, Emily and Gabby's fun, informative and empowering videos!
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**GRASSROOTS CAMPAIGNS**

- Reach: Over 3 Million

**FCLNY Organizes and Engages in Canvassing and Petition Drives, Billboard and Radio Outreach**

**Billboards**

**Our Message:**
Civilizations have been killing human beings, especially the weak and the vulnerable, since the beginning of time... killing is not progressive. Non-violence is progressive!

- Our billboards are impacting culture, countering narratives, sparking dialogue, and changing hearts.
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GRASSROOTS CAMPAIGNS

Radio Campaigns

45 Radio Stations

Sirius XM/129, 95.7 FM (WTSS), 101.9 FM (WCOQ), 89.5 FM (WCOF), 88.3 FM (WCOU), 103.1 FM (WCIK), 88.3 FM (WCIK), 97.7 (WCIG), SUNNY (102.3 FM), HOT (107.9 FM), KGB (92.5 FM), TRY (98.3 FM), KISS (96.1 FM), Lite FM (106.7), WRVE-FM (99.5 The River), WRVO (89.9 FM), WRVH (89.3 FM), WRVN (91.9 FM), WRVJ (91.7 FM), WMVQ and WSUC (90.5 FM), WRCU (90.1 FM) Colgate University, 90.7 FM, 88.9 FM and 92.3 FM, 101.7 FM, 1460 AM, 92.9 FM, 99.3 FM, 88.7 FM, 88.3 FM and 99.6 FM 89.3 fm, 91.1 fm, 88.7 fm, 90.9 fm, 89.9 fm, 91.7 fm, 90.9 fm, WTBQ AM 1110 FM 93.5 & WGHT AM 1500 FM 98.3, 100.7 FM (WHUD).

45 Counties/Large Cities

"New York's abortion rate is twice the national average. Contrary to pro-choice messaging: Abortion is not health care or empowering. Studies show abortion increases women's risk of depression and anxiety. Check out Feminists Choosing Life of New York at FCLNY.ORG."

- We are raising awareness to state-wide audiences on the negative impacts of abortion and the availability of and need for more resources for marginalized women, children and families!
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GRASSROOTS CAMPAIGNS

Pledge to Support Independent Pharmacies

Independent pharmacies are less likely than national pharmacy chains to apply for certification to sell chemical abortions.

Chemical Abortion Kills Children and Harms Women

National Pharmacy Chains Are Gearing Up To Sell Abortion Pills

Pledge to Support Independent Pharmacies That Don’t Sell Abortion Pills

National Pharmacies: Gearing Up to Sell Abortion Pills

WARNING

Chemical Abortions Harm Human Beings and Increase Health Risks for Women

FCLNY’s Independent Pharmacy Resource Index - NY

This guide contains a listing of privately owned (independent family pharmacies) throughout NYS.

- Over 100 Pharmacies Listed
- Address, phone number, and website
- Across FCLNY’s 6 regions
  Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Albany, Spring Valley, Long Island & NYC

Sign the Petition Here
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GRASSROOTS CAMPAIGNS

Peace Petition Participant

World Beyond War

Non-violent movement to establish sustainable peace.

WORLD BEYOND WAR.org

a global movement to end all wars
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PROJECTS THAT EMPOWER

FCLNY Raises Awareness on Available Resources for Marginalized Women & Children

FCLNY Resource Indexes

FCLNY is committed to on-going efforts to address the root causes of publicly sanctioned lethal violence, and educating on life-affirming resources available to distressed women and children in New York.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BREAD &amp; BED RESOURCE INDEX - NY</th>
<th>SURVIVORS OF DVAST RESOURCE INDEX - NY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PREGNANCY RESOURCE CENTERS INDEX - NY</td>
<td>ADOPTION RESOURCE INDEX - NY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- FCLNY’s Resource Indexes contain links and contact information for categorized essential services throughout New York’s 6 Regions. Buffalo, Rochester Syracuse, Albany, Spring Valley, and NYC.
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PROJECTS THAT EMPOWER

Domestic Violence and Sex Trafficking (DVAST) Hotline Poster Project

Healthcare providers are “one of the few professionals likely to interact” with DVAST victims who experience an increased risk of coerced abortions.

- FCLNY Continues to Spread Hotline Posters Across FCLNY’s 6 Regions: Buffalo, Rochester, Syracuse, Albany, Spring Valley, NYC
- Goal: Distribute 1,000 more Hotline Posters by the end of 2024

HOTLINES SAVE THE LIVES OF WOMEN AND CHILDREN!

Contact FCLNY with interest in joining a DVAST Hotline Distribution Team: info@fclny.org
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PROJECTS THAT EMPOWER

The Monarca Project
A Collaborative Project of Angels of Mercy & FCLNY

"Violence against women... is a major public health problem and a violation of human rights."
- World Health Organization

- A peer support group that aims to educate on various forms and impacts of violent trauma on women
- Offers women tools and resources to help facilitate recovery.

Monarca is a pilot project launched in WNY.
Our hope is for replication across NY.

WHOLE, CONFIDENT WOMEN MAKE BETTER CHOICES!
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LEGISLATIVE ADVOCACY

FCLNY Participates in Direct and Grassroots Lobbying on Targeted Policy Issues

Campaign to Defeat NY’s (Anti) Equal Rights Amendment

On Tuesday, November 5, 2024, VOTE NO to

NY’s (ANTI) Equal Rights Amendment

This amendment jeopardizes the health of women and girls, and the lives of all children in utero, regardless of race / sex / gender / disability / age

FCLNY.ORG
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LEGISLATIVE ADVOCACY

Expansive Measures Regarding The Well-Being of Women and Children

1. UNBORN VICTIMS OF VIOLENCE ACT, S.5308
2. AFFORDABLE CHILD CARE STUDY, A.01852
3. WORKING FAMILIES TAX CREDIT, S.277A, A.04022A
4. DOULAS DIRECTORY, S.1867, A.05435
5. PARENTAL NOTIFICATION OF ABORTION, MINORS, S.2911, A.03398
6. DIAPERS FOR FAMILIES, S.1210, A.02872
7. HOSPITAL STAY - POOR MATERNITY PATIENTS, NEWBORNS, S.1241, A.05966
8. PREGNANT WOMEN AND HEALTH INSURANCE PENALTIES, S.201, A.02656

VOTE YES!

9. THE REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM AND EQUITY GRANT, S.348B, A.00361A
10. NYS ABORTION TELEHEALTH PROTECTIONS, S.1066A, A.01709A

Go to our blog to read our researched 2023 Bill Packet.

VOTE NO!!
Expansive Measures Regarding The Well-Being of Women and Children

IMMEDIATE RESULTS

FCLNY Lobbied Against the Passage of the Pro-Abortion Reproductive Freedom and Equity Grant. This Bill Failed to Pass During NYS 2023 Legislative Session!

The Reproductive Freedom and Equity Grant Program sought to "ensure access to abortion... in [NY] by providing funding to abortion providers... and non-profit organizations whose primary function is to facilitate access to abortion... "

FCLNY Lobbied for the Passage of the Doula Directory. This Bill Became Law During NYS 2023 Legislative Session!

The Doula Directory requires the Department of Health to establish and maintain a Doula Directory on the DOH website. It is well documented that doulas help reduce the rate of maternal and infant mortality and morbidity.
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**LEGISLATIVE ADVOCACY**

**Medical Aid in Dying (MAID)/Assisted Suicide**

(A995A/S2445A)

FCLNY Lobbied Against the Passage of **MAID**.
This Bill Failed to Pass During NYS 2023 Legislative Session!

**MAID** dehumanizes and devalues the aged, diseased, and disabled.
**MAID** normalizes suicide and decriminalizes assisted suicide.

- **Powerful evidence** depicts the total number of suicides rising significantly where euthanasia is legal, especially impacting older women.

- Numerous professional associations and organizations oppose **ASSISTED SUICIDE**, including, **American Medical Association**, **World Medical Association**, **National Council on Disability** and **American Association of People with Disabilities**.

Thank you to all who participated in this vital, successful campaign!
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LEGISLATIVE ADVOCACY

Back From The Brink

Organizational Signer

Letter of Support of Resolution Embracing the Goals and Provisions of the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons
FCLNY educated legislators, legislative staff and community leaders on pressing pending public policy matters impacting women, children and families in NY.
Organizations we’ve worked with to fulfill our mission in New York State

- The Diocese of Buffalo
- Angels of Mercy
- Christian Legal Society
- Guiding Star Project
- Secular Pro-Life
- Rehumanize International
- New York Families
- New York State Catholic Conference
- Archdiocese of New York
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FCLNY COLLABORATES

Organizations we’ve worked with to fulfill our mission in New York State

- Roman Catholic Diocese of Albany
- Alpha Pregnancy Care Center
- Students for Life of America
- Frederick Douglass Foundation
- 40 Days for Life
- Thomas More Society
- New York Alliance Against Assisted Suicide
- Becket

Religious Liberty for All
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EVENTS! PAGE

Our EVENTS! Page is BOOMING!

We encourage supporters to attend diverse pro-life and anti-life events to represent the Pro-Life Feminist Voice

- Find state-wide pro-life and secular events on our EVENTS! Page.
- Events listed span a wide variety of backgrounds, missions and cultures.

Visit FCLNY.ORG/EVENTS!
Please be sure to check your email to stay in the loop!
“Thank you for the work you do, FCLNY!”

“Thank you for sharing truth and for your boldness.”

“It was a breath of fresh air to learn about your organization.”

“[Y]ou are different voices.”

“I wish more organizations did the things you do.”

“I appreciate how you approach ... pro-woman aspect[s] of ... issue[s].”

“Pro-life feminism is the only feminism that makes sense.”

“I appreciate your work so much.”
STAND UP AND BE COUNTED!

FEMINISTS CHOOSING LIFE OF NEW YORK
IS A STATE-WIDE NONPARTISAN, NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

FCLNY.ORG
INFO@FCLNY.ORG
@feministschoosinglife

Follow us on social media! Check out our website!
Become an FCLNY Supporter